Lack of Effect of the Length of Oligoglycine- and Oligo(ethylene glycol)-Derived para-Substituents on the Affinity of Benzenesulfonamides for Carbonic Anhydrase II in Solution
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Abstract: Using 1H NMR spectroscopy, values of T2 have been determined for the methylene protons of the oligoglycine moieties of para-substituted benzenesulfonamides having structures H2NO2SC6H4CO(Gly)nOH (n = 1–6) bound at the active site of bovine carbonic anhydrase II (CA, EC 4.2.1.1). These values have been correlated with measurements of dissociation constants of these complexes, in order to infer motion of these ligands when bound to the enzyme. Motion of glycines 1–3 (those closest to the aryl ring) is hindered by their proximity to the protein; motion of glycines 4–6 is relatively unhindered. Despite the restriction to motion inferred for glycines 1–3, the values of Kd for the six compounds (n = 1–6, 1–6) are indistinguishable within experimental uncertainty (±20%): Kd in μM (n) 0.30 (1); 0.26 (2); 0.33 (3); 0.37 (4); 0.37 (5); 0.34 (6). There is, therefore, an unexpected compensation of the loss in conformational entropy on binding by another contributor to the free energy.

Introduction

We (and many others) are interested in developing procedures that will make it possible to design tight-binding inhibitors of enzymes.1–4 The most widely used approach to the development of tight-binding inhibitors is to modify the structure of a known substrate or ligand.5 We are exploring a variant of this approach (outlined in Figure 1),6 in which we retain a constant structure for the inhibitor (the "primary" inhibitor, P, in Figure 1) and try to find a secondary ligand (S) that binds close to (but not at) the active site. Connecting P and S by a linker L would generate a new inhibitor PLS, whose affinity for the protein might be larger than that of P. Equation 1 relates the free energy of binding of

\[ \Delta G_{PLS} = \Delta G_P + \Delta G_S + \Delta G_L \] (1)

PLS formally to that of P and S. If L is correctly designed, PLS will bind more tightly than P alone (that is, \( \Delta G_{PLS} < \Delta G_P \)) although probably less tightly than that of P. The difference between \( \Delta G_P + \Delta G_S \) and \( \Delta G_{PLS} \) (represented by \( \Delta G_L \); eqs 1 and 2) is a sum of contributions to both enthalpy and entropy. Contributions to \( \Delta G_L \) can include interactions between L and the protein that can be either unfavorable or favorable, and unfavorable modification of the dissociation constants of P and S due to their attachment to L.8 Even if these terms are all zero, there may be an unfavorable entropic term due to decreasing the degrees of conformational freedom of L on simultaneous binding of P and S.9,10

Our efforts to design tight-binding inhibitors based on the PLS motif represent an attempt to increase the area of molecular surface of the inhibitor in contact with the protein, while retaining the desirable structural features of P and without paying an unacceptable price in free energy for the linking group (especially in unfavorable conformation entropy). Identifying the structure S, designing L, and defining the best method for connecting P and S.

Figure 1. Bivalent tight-binding ligand for a receptor benefiting from two enthalpically favorable interactions. The affinity of the PLS inhibitor possessing both the primary (P) and secondary (S) recognition element linked by an appropriate linker (L) will be greater than that of either element alone, since L does not interact strongly in an unfavorable manner on binding.

We have measured dissociation constants between $\text{CA}$ and $\text{H}_2\text{NO}_2\text{SC}_6\text{H}_4\text{CO}_2\text{H}(\text{Gly})_n\text{O}-\text{K}^+$ and $\text{H}_2\text{NO}_2\text{SC}_6\text{H}_4\text{CONH}(\text{EG})_m\text{OH}$. The surprising conclusion from this work is that motion of $\text{L}$ can apparently be restricted without influencing the $\Delta G$ of binding. That is, a restriction to the motion of the substituent large enough to influence $T_2$ need not influence the $\Delta G$ of binding.

**Results**

**Synthesis of Ligands.** We prepared oligoglycine- and oligo-(ethylene glycol)-substituted arenesulfonamides by allowing the amine terminus of the appropriate oligomer to react with the $N$-hydroxysuccinimidy ester of $\text{H}_2\text{NO}_2\text{SC}_6\text{H}_4\text{CO}_2\text{H}$ ($\text{H}_2\text{NO}_2\text{SC}_6\text{H}_4\text{CONHS}$). The oligoglycines were commercially available, and the oligo(ethylene glycol)-substituted amines were either commercially available ($m = n = 1$, $R = \text{H}$) or were prepared by standard methods from the monoethers of the corresponding glycols ($m = n = 1$, $R = \text{CH}_2\text{Ph}$) are commercially available: $m = 2-6$, $R = \text{CH}_2\text{Ph}$ were prepared by monoalkylation of the appropriate glycols). The methyl esters $1\text{-OCH}_3$ and $3\text{-OCH}_3$ were prepared either by coupling of the methyl ester of the peptide to $\text{H}_2\text{NO}_2\text{SC}_6\text{H}_4\text{CONHS}$ or by esterification using a competitive fluorescence-based assay. This assay is based on the fact that the quantum yield for fluorescence of 5-(dimethylamino)-1-naphthalenesulfonamide (DNSA) upon excitation at 320 nm, increases in going from aqueous solution to the hydrophobic cleft of CA. We (and others) have modified the procedure developed by Chen and Kernohan by using light with a wavelength of 290 nm. Only the signal detected at 460 nm on excitation at 290 nm is from DNSA. This variation on the procedure of Chen and Kernohan reduces background signal from free DNSA in solution. Knowing the dissociation constant of CA-DNSA (we have measured $K_D = 0.38 \mu M$ for bovine CA II at 25°C, this value agrees with that reported in the literature) and the total concentration of CA in a given solution, it is possible to use mass balance to calculate the concentration of CA bound to DNSA (CA-DNSA), bound to a nonfluorescent inhibitor (CA-Inh), and free in solution. The dissociation constant of CA-Inh (the inverse of the 1:1 binding constant, $K_{	ext{inh}}$) was determined using a Scatchard plot of data from the titration, according to $q = k_{\text{inh}} - K_{\text{inh}} [\text{CA} - \text{Inh}]$. Since this assay for binding involves a competition between a "probe inhibitor," DNSA, and the inhibitor of interest, Inh, values of saturation of the active site of CA by the inhibitor of interest that are less than the extent of initial saturation of CA with DNSA cannot be obtained (typically, 0.6).

The results from our fluorescence measurements are summarized in Table 1, and typical data are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Titrations of CA-DNSA complex with H₂NO₂SC₆H₄CONH-(Gly)ₓOR (1-6, R = H or CH₃) at 298 K. The extent of inhibition was monitored by observing the decrease in fluorescence on addition of the nonfluorescent inhibitor. The uncertainty of each y-value is approximately the size of the symbol for each datum. At low values of x, the uncertainty in x is approximately the size of each point for large x-values, a typical error bar is shown. Inset: Scatchard analyses of titrations of CA-DNSA with H₂NO₂SC₆H₄CONH(Gly)ₓOH (6). Four data sets are shown. The theoretical minimum value of x for this type of Scatchard plot, obtained from a competitive binding experiment, is 0.6 (see text for details) ([CA] = 50 nM; 20 mM K₂HPO₄ (pH 7.5)).

Oligoglycine-derived benzenesulfonamides all bind to CA with dissociation constants between 0.26 and 0.37 µM. Derivatives of oligo(ethylene glycol) have dissociation constants that are 2- to 4-fold (for those that terminate in methoxyl) and 10-fold smaller (for those that terminate in benzyl) than those of the oligoglycine derivatives.¹⁸

¹H NMR Spin Echo Spectroscopy of CA-H₂NO₂SC₆H₄CONH-(Gly)ₓOR. ¹H NMR spin echo spectra from the titration of CA with 3-6 are shown in Figures 4, and values of T₂ are summarized in Table 2.¹⁹ From the data shown in Figure 4a, we inferred that the mobility of the first three glycine units in CA-6 was restricted relative to that of the last three; the last three had values of T₂ similar to those of 6 free in solution.

(17) Derivation of Scatchard plot of data from fluorescence assay.

But

\[ [\text{CA}] = [\text{CA} \text{tot}] - [\text{CA-Imh}] - [\text{CA-DNSA}] \]

So,

\[ [\text{CA}]_{\text{tot}} = [\text{CA-Imh}] + [\text{CA-DNSA}] \]

Rearranging,

\[ k_{\text{On}}^{\text{Imh}} = \frac{[\text{CA-Imh}]}{[\text{CA}]_{\text{tot}} - [\text{CA-Imh}] - [\text{CA-DNSA}]} \]

or

\[ k_{\text{On}}^{\text{Imh}} = \frac{[\text{CA-Imh}]}{[\text{CA}]_{\text{tot}} - [\text{CA-Imh}] - [\text{CA-DNSA}]} \]

[CA] is known directly, as are [DNSA]ₜₒₜ and [Imh]ₜₒₜ at each point in the titration of CA-DNSA with Imh. [CA-DNSA] is obtained from the fluorescence signal, since only this species affords signal under the experimental conditions that we use. Because we know the total concentration of DNSA used in any given titration, from the dissociation constant of CA-DNSA, we can calculate [CA], and from eq 2, [CA-Imh]. Finally, the concentration of free inhibitor, [Imh], is obtained from mass balance, since we know [Imh]ₜₒₜ at each point in the titration.

(18) We have determined the dissociation constants of several methyl and benzyl esters of oligopeptide-substituted benzenesulfonamides. These values are consistent with the observation in the EG series, that addition of a benzyl group to an inhibitor results in enhanced recognition of that inhibitor by CA, if the benzyl group is within or close to the binding cleft of the protein when the inhibitor is bound (R = CH₃Ph, Kₐ in mM (n): 0.071 (2); 0.075 (3); 0.21 (4), R = CH₃, Kₐ in mM (n): 0.26 (3); 0.32 (6)).

(19) The concentration of protein used in these experiments was 0.4 mM. At this concentration, given the dissociation constants in Table 1, >95% of all inhibitor added to the solution of CA (up to 1 equiv) is bound.

Figure 4. ¹H NMR spin echo spectra of CA at 0.4 mM titrated with H₂NO₂SC₆H₄CONH(Gly)ₓOH: (a) n = 6; (b) n = 5; (c) n = 4; (d) n = 3. Solid lines indicate resonances due to protein-bound inhibitors; dashed lines indicate resonances due to free inhibitors. The resonance labeled "CA" is present in all solutions containing CA (Imh = inhibitor; 20 mM K₂HPO₄ (pH 7.5)).
Table 1. Dissociation Constants of Oligoglycine- and Oligo(ethylene glycol)-Linked Arylsulfonamides (ArCONH(Gly),O-K, ArCONH(EG),OCH3, and ArCONH(EG),OCH2Ph) from Bovine Carbonic Anhydrase II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>oligomer length (n, m)</th>
<th>Kd, μM*a</th>
<th>(Gly),O-K</th>
<th>(EG),OCH3</th>
<th>(EG),OCH2Ph</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Uncertainties in these values are ±20%. b 1-OCH3 inhibits human carbonic anhydrase III with Ka = 0.063; 3-OCH2Ph inhibits human carbonic anhydrase II with Ka = 0.075 μM; the crystal structures of these enzyme-inhibitor complexes are reported in ref 24.

Table 2. Transverse Relaxation Times (T2, ms), Determined by 1H NMR Spin Echo Spectroscopy at 323 K, of Protons of Eight Inhibitors Complexed with CA*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compd</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>1-OCH3</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>3-OCH3</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>(scln)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-OCH3</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-OCH3</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (scln)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Columns refer to methylene or methyl groups, referenced to the (Gly), derivative shown. Values of T2 less than 25 ms could not be precisely determined due to background signal from protein at the values of the delay r corresponding to those relaxation times (protons belonging to CA have T2 ~ 25 ms): These times are indicated in the Table by s (for small). The uncertainties in these values are ±40 ms.

When the molar ratio of 6 to CA was 0.9, we were able to observe three distinct resonances in the spectrum that we could assign to NHCH2CO groups. These peaks had unequal line widths, with the most upfield resonance (which corresponds to the sixth glycine unit) being the narrowest. This observation is not inconsistent with the values of T2 listed in Table 2, since the experimental uncertainties in these values are large. The trend that we have observed in line widths, however, does agree with our expectation that more distal parts of the inhibitors should be less restricted when bound to CA than proximal residues. Examination of the points in the titration up to 1 equiv of inhibitor added showed a monotonic increase in the size of the three peaks; after 1 equiv of inhibitor was added, these three resonances did not increase further in intensity, and six new resonances with equal line widths appeared. These narrow peaks grew steadily in intensity as more inhibitor was added. The shorter relaxation times of the resonances of CA-bound inhibitors are consistent with the restriction of motion of CH2 groups by the binding cleft of the protein.20 We conclude that for CA-6 the motion of three glycine groups is restricted by the protein and that three are moving relatively freely (compare values of 12 of spins due to bound CH2 units and those of free inhibitors, listed in Table 2).

By direct analogy to the assignments of resonances of free inhibitor, and in accord with their chemical shifts, we assigned the resonances as indicated in Figure 4a.

From the results of the titration of CA with 6, we expected that 5 would have two CH2 peaks that were sharp enough to be observable and that 4 would show only one peak when bound. These expectations were both realized (Figure 4b and c). We were not able to observe any methylene resonances in the spectra of complexes of CA with H2NOzSCoHCO(Gly),OR for n ≥ 3 (Figure 4d; n = 3).21 Due to the multiplicity of the resonances of molecules in the ethylene glycol series, and because not all these resonances were resolved, we were unable to obtain any quantitative data for their complexes with CA. We did acquire spectra of CA-11-OCH3, CA-7-OCH2Ph, and CA-8-OCH2Ph; these data are included in Figure 6 in the supplementary material.

Discussion

King and Burgen have reported a relevant study of the inhibition of CA by several classes of alkyl-substituted 4-sulfamoylbenzoic acid derivatives (H2NOzSCoHCO(Gly),OR for CA-1-OCH3 and CA-3-OCH3).22 These studies correlated the structure and association constants (and rates of binding) to CA of derivatives of benzenesulfonamide bearing alkyl chains of varying length. They concluded that inhibitors bearing longer alkyl chains bind more tightly to CA (Figure 5) and that the differences in dissociation constants reflect primarily differences in values of koff, that is, inhibitors having longer hydrophobic substituents dissociate more slowly from the active site than inhibitors with shorter and less hydrophobic substituents.

(21) We obtained additional information regarding interactions between oligomer-substituted arylsulfonamides and the binding cleft of CA from comparison of the spin echo spectra of its complexes with H2NOzSCoHCONH(Gly),OCH3 (1-OCH3) and H2NOzSCoHCONH(Gly),OCH2Ph (3-OCH2Ph). In both of these spectra, we observed resonances of methyl groups of enzyme-bound inhibitors. The detection of a resonance due to a methyl group in the spectrum of an enzyme-bound inhibitor, even in the case where the protons giving rise to this resonance should be within the binding cleft (up to 14 Å from the bottom of the cleft in the case of CA-1-OCH3), is consistent with the work of Lanir and Navon,26 who demonstrated that the relaxation properties of methyl groups are unique. Even when a methyl group is well within the active site, none of the spins due to protein residues in the cleft are likely to effect rapid relaxation of the magnetization of the methyl protons, the primary mechanism for relaxation of methyl protons being intramolecular. The 12 of the methyl protons in CA-1-OCH3 is less than that of free 1-OCH3 (200 ms vs 380 ms, Table 2), corresponding to a decrease in the overall rotational correlation time of this moiety due to its being within the active site; some component of the motion of this group is relatively restricted in the bound state. The methyl group in CA-3-OCH3, on the other hand, may extend 20 Å from the bottom of the cleft, and these protons have a T2 closer to that of the methyl group of free 3-OCH2Ph (330 ms vs 380 ms, Table 2), suggesting that virtually no interactions occurred between the methyl group and CA.

The results described by King and Burgen differ qualitatively from those we have obtained in the oligoglycine and oligo(ethylene glycol) series. They observed a substantial, monotonic increase in binding affinity with increasing length of n-alkyl chains; we observe little change with increasing length of (Gly)ₙ or (EG)ₙ (EG = ethylene glycol) chains. We attribute the increased affinity of the derivatives bearing longer alkyl chains to their interaction with the hydrophobic face of the binding cavity of CA. The relatively tight binding of the benzyl-terminated derivatives H₂NOS₆H₄CO(EG)ₙOCH₂Ph (Table 1) may be due to similar interactions, which are discussed in greater detail elsewhere.²³,²⁴

The most unexpected aspect of this work is the insensitivity of the dissociation constants of the (Gly)ₙ and (EG)ₙ-substituted arenosulfonamides to length. The NMR spectroscopic studies indicate that at least the portions of the oligoglycine chains close to the aryl group interact sufficiently strongly with the surface to restrict their motion; this inference is supported by crystallographic studies of CA:H₂NOS₆H₄CO(Gly)ₙOCH₂Ph (1-1OCH₂Ph) and CA:H₂NOS₆H₄CO(Gly)ₙOCH₃Ph (3-OCH₃Ph),²⁴ which show that the peptide chains of these molecules fold along the hydrophobic wall and interact with Lue-184 and -198 and Pro-201 and -202, for example. These interactions must contribute unfavourably to the entropy of binding, by restricting the conformational mobility of the chains. The most plausible rationalization of the observation that AG of binding is approximately invariant with chain length is that changes in DH and TDS coincidentally cancel. A qualitative discussion of this cancellation is outlined by Cappalanga Bunn et al.²⁴

These studies indicate, once again,²⁴ how difficult it is to predict influences of structure on binding. In the context of this study, both (EG)ₙ and (Gly)ₙ linkers appear to be relatively innocuous. A fortuitous cancellation of terms allows them to fit into the binding site of CA without excessive cost in free energy. They should, therefore, be suitable linkers with which to explore ligands PLS (Figure 1) for this enzyme, and initial studies of this type of ligand are reported elsewhere.²³ Our detailed understanding of the factors entering into these interactions is, however, sufficiently limited that extension of these results to a different enzyme would require independent experimental verification.

Experimental Section

General Methods. Carbonic anhydrase was obtained from Sigma (as a 1:4 mixture of type I and bovine isozymes A and B) and was used without further purification. Starting materials for the synthesis of inhibitors were of the best grade available, from Aldrich, Fluka, Chemical Dynamics, Bachem Biochemicals, Kodak, or Parish Chemicals. Syntheses were carried out under nitrogen unless otherwise specified. Yields of inhibitors were NMR-optimized (thin-layer and column chromatography. ¹H NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker AM-500 spectrometer operating at 500 MHz for proton, with a dedicated ¹H probe. ³¹C spectra were obtained in Me₂SO-d₆, with a Bruker AM-400 spectrometer operating at 100 MHz for carbon. ¹H NMR data for compounds 1-6 are in Table 3; ³¹C NMR data, melting points, and elemental analyses (or, in some cases, high-resolution positive-ion FABMS) for 1-6 are in Table 4, and ¹H and ³¹C NMR data and elemental analyses (or, in some cases, high-resolution positive-ion FABMS) for 7-12 are in Table 5. These tables are in the supplemental material. Elemental analyses were performed by Spang. N-HydroxysuccinimidyI 4-Sulfamoylbenzenecarboxylate (H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS). Diethylcarbodiimide (10.0 g, 55 mmol) was added to 4-sulfamoylbenzoic acid (10.0 g, 50 mmol) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (6.4 g, 56 mmol) in 320 mL of N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at 0 °C. The white suspension of 4-N,N-dicyclohexylurea (DCU) was allowed to stir overnight and was filtered (3.4 g), after chiling to 0 °C. The filtrate was concentrated to an oil. This crude product was washed with hot 2-propanol, affording an off-white solid (12.0 g, 80%, mp 174-176 °C). ¹H NMR δ 8.29 ( 7, 2.4, 2H), δ 8.07 (7, 2.4, 2H), δ 7.70 (s, 2H); ¹³C NMR δ 170.4, 161.3, 150.1, 131.2, 127.5, 120.7, 25.3. Anal. Caled for C₁₅H₁₉N₆O₅S: C, 54.0; H, 4.6; N, 25.6.

General Procedure for the Synthesis of H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS(Gly)ₙ(OH)ₙ (1-6). Inhibitors were prepared by standard procedures for the synthesis of short oligopeptides, by coupling of 1 equiv of the appropriate nucleophile to H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS in 1:2 acetone/0.1 M KH₂PO₄ (pH 8), at 0.1 M concentration of nucleophile. The compound H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS (Gly)ₙ(OH)ₙ (3-OC₃H₇) was prepared by stirring H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS (Gly)ₙ(OH)₌ (3) with acidic ion-exchange resin in methyl alcohol. In all cases, products were isolated by removal of the solvent in vacuo and purification of the residue either by flash column chromatography (in cases where the compounds were soluble in acetone or ethyl acetate) or by ion-exchange chromatography (for water-soluble products) or by exhaustive trituration of the crude material with water, acetone, and methanol. A typical synthetic procedure is provided below.

1-([(Glycylglycyl)glycyl]carbonyl)4-sulfamoylbenezene (H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS(Gly)ₙ(OH)ₙOna, 3). To triglycine (0.19 g, 1.0 mmol) in 6.6 mL of 0.1 M KH₂PO₄ (pH 8) was added H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS (0.3 g, 1.0 mmol) in 3.3 mL of acetone. The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h at which point the product was isolated by removal of the solvent in vacuo. The residue was washed with 25 mL of cold H₂O and with 50 mL of hot acetone leaving 3 as a white solid (0.28 g, 75%).

General Procedure for the Synthesis of Methoxy-Terminated Oligo-(ethylene glycol)-Substituted Amides of 4-Sulfamoylbenezic Acid (H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS(Gly)ₙ(OCH₃)ₙ m = 2-5, 8-OC₃H₇-11-OCH₃Ph). The commercially available monomethyl ethers of m = 1-6 were converted to their tosylates (toluenesulfonyl chloride, pyridine, 0 °C, overnight), and the tosylates were displaced with sodium azide (DMF, 50 °C, 12 h). The crude azides were reduced with triphenylphosphine in tetrahydrofuran (THF) (room temperature, 12 h), followed by hydrolysis (room temperature, 12 h); the resulting amines were isolated by removal of the solvent in vacuo and purification of the residue either by flash column chromatography (in cases where the compounds were soluble in acetone or ethyl acetate) or by ion-exchange chromatography (for water-soluble products) or by exhaustive trituration of the crude material with water, acetone, and methanol. A typical synthetic procedure is provided below.

(2-Methoxyethyl)amine of 4-Sulfamoylbenezic Acid (H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS(Gly)ₙ(OEH₃)ₙ, 7-8-OC₃H₇). To H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS (0.3 g, 1.0 mmol) in acetone (4 mL) was added 2-methoxyethanolamine (100 µL, 1.1 mmol) in 20 mM KH₂PO₄ (pH 8; 8 mL). The reaction mixture was stirred again at room temperature for 2 h, at which point the product was isolated by removal of the solvent in vacuo and recrystallization of the crude white powder from 10 mL of hot, distilled, deionized H₂O into 7-8-OC₃H₇ (clear plates, 64 mg, 25%); second crop 53 mg (20%).

General Procedure for the Synthesis of Benzyl-Terminated Oligo-(ethylene glycol)-Substituted Amides of 4-Sulfamoylbenezic Acid (H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS(Gly)ₙ(OCH₂Ph)ₙ m = 1-6, 7-8-OC₃H₇-12-OCH₂Ph). The mono-oligoamides of the commercially available glycols m = 2-6 were prepared by deprotonation (1 equiv of sodium hydride, THF). Each of these suspensions was alkylated with 1 equiv of benzyl bromide (room temperature, 12 h). The resulting crude benzyl ethers (together with the commercially available m = 1 derivative) were purified by flash column chromatography. The tosylates of the benzyl ethers were prepared as described above and were displaced with sodium azide in DMF (50 °C, 12 h). The crude azides were reduced with triphenylphosphine in THF (room temperature, 12 h), followed by hydrolysis (room temperature, 12 h), and the resulting amides reacted with H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS as described above to afford the desired amides, which were characterized by ¹H and ¹³C NMR and high-resolution FABMS or elemental analysis (Table 5). A typical synthetic procedure is provided below.

(2-Benzoxymethyl)amine of 4-Sulfamoylbenezic Acid (H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS(Gly)ₙ(OCH₂Ph, 7-8-OC₃H₇Ph). (2-Benzoxymethyl)ethanol (5.0 g, 33 mmol) was converted to 2-(benzoxymethyl)amine (1.68 g, 34% overall yield) via the sequence of reactions described above. This amine (0.18 g, 1.16 mmol), in 0.1 M KH₂PO₄ (pH 8; 7 mL), was added to H₂NOS₆H₄CONHS (0.30 g, 1.0 mmol) in acetone (3 mL). The solution was stirred at room temperature for 2 h, at which point 7-8-OC₃H₇Ph was isolated by filtration (clear plates, 0.22 g (57%); second crop 0.13 g (34%)).

Dissociation Constants. Fluorescence spectrophotometry was carried out with a Perkin-Elmer Model MPF-4 spectrofluorimeter, equipped with a cooling bath to regulate the temperature in the cuvette. All dissociation constants were determined at 25 °C.
Protein was added from 20–30 μM stock solutions to 3.00 mL of 20 mM KH₂PO₄ (pH 7.5) to a final concentration of 50–100 nM. Stock solutions of inhibitors were prepared gravimetrically at ca. 20 mM in Me₂SO-d₆ and were calibrated by the following procedure: the stock solutions were diluted 10-fold into solutions of 1.84 mM N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) in Me₂SO-d₆. We obtained ¹H NMR spectra of each of these samples, with an adequate delay (2 s) between pulses to allow complete relaxation of all spins. By comparing the integrals of the peaks due to inhibitor and to DMF, we accurately determined the concentrations of the stock solutions of inhibitors. These stock solutions were serially diluted to obtain titrant solutions for fluorescence experiments of 1.0 or 0.1 mM. We added inhibitor to the fluorescence cells with a Hamilton syringe whenever the volume was less than 20 μL, or else with an Eppendorf pipette. The fluorescence from each of these solutions was measured at 460 nm, upon excitation at 290 nm. The data (corrected for dilution by titrant volume) were analyzed via Scatchard plots.¹⁷

Titrations were routinely carried out to ≥99% saturation of the receptor by the ligand.

¹H NMR Spin Echo Spectroscopy. ¹H NMR spin echo experiments on CA-sulfonamides were executed at 323 K. The pulse sequence used was a simple Hahn's echo (π/2–τ–π–τ).²⁶ Before each experiment, we determined the 90° and 180° pulse widths and the longitudinal (T₁) and transverse (T₂) relaxation times of the spins of the protein, at 323 K. The typical value for the 90° pulse width, measured after tuning the dedicated ¹H probe to D₂O solvent, was 7 μs. To apply the spin echo experiment to this study, it was essential to know the minimum delay time (τ) for suppression of the spins of protein, otherwise signals from relatively mobile moieties in the complexes may have been suppressed. We found 40 ms to be the best choice for this delay time. For quantitation of T₂, data were obtained at ≥13 delay times ranging from 20 to 900 ms. The values of T₂ reported in Table 2 represent calculations from the specific delay time at which that particular resonance disappeared following acquisition with the spin echo pulse sequence. The error value of ±40 ms is an estimate based on evaluation of multiple sets of data collected for each inhibitor. We also found that precise temperature regulation during the experiment was essential, since the chemical shifts of resonances of bound inhibitor are temperature sensitive (up to 0.02 ppm/°C) and peaks are therefore artificially broadened by fluctuations in temperature over the course of each acquisition (25 min). We collected data from samples equilibrated for 20 min in the probe, with temperature equal to 323 ± 0.1 K (this uncertainty is the resolution of the instrument's thermocouple).

Solutions of protein were prepared in 20 mM K₂HPO₄ (pH 7.5) by dissolution of a known amount of protein in a known volume of buffer (typically 65 mg in 5.0 mL of 20 mM K₂HPO₄ (pH 7.5)), lyophilization several times, with D₂O washes, and finally, dissolution in D₂O (5.0 mL, 99.98% D). The concentration of protein used in each experiment was determined spectrophotometrically from a 0.020 to 3.020-mL dilution of the solution to be used in that experiment (ε₂₉⁰ = 5.7 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹).¹³ Solutions of inhibitors were calibrated by NMR, as described above. Inhibitors were added to CA with Hamilton syringes.
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